Core Detect
PROTECT YOUR IOT ENVIRONMENT

Businesses today embrace the idea of anywhere, anytime connectivity, but face
challenges in monitoring and securing the behaviors of all the devices connecting
to their network. The rise in BYOD, virtual machines, cloud computing, and, most
notably, the IoT, only makes the problem worse. SECUREai Core Detect allows IT
administrators to quickly see what IoT devices are on their network. In addition,
sophisticated algorithms continually analyze communication to and from every
device, instantly identifying anomalies and suspicious network behavior.

VISIBILITY AND SECURITY FOR IOT DEVICES AND NETWORK BEHAVIOR
Device Classification

IOT devices are instantly
identified and categorized
based on pre-defined policies

Highest Throughput
Robust, reliable real-time
monitoring of each device’s
network behavior

Seamless Integration
Easily integrates with existing
networking and security
infrastructure

Next-Gen Security

AI-powered network behavior
monitoring identifies threats
and abnormal behavior

To learn more, please contact bd@trustlook.com.
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SECUREai Core Detect monitors the network behavior for each
device and identifies any threats or suspicious behavior.
Web Activity
Gmail, Facebook
Timestamp: 08:12:34
Bandwidth: 1G

WeChat
Messaging
Timestamp: 10:28:14
Bandwidth: 100M

Core Detect

iCloud
File download
Timestamp: 14:08:52
Bandwidth: 1G

Suspicious Activity
Device: iPhone X
OS: iOS 11
User: Bob Smith

SQL query against company database
Timestamp: 18:44:37
Bandwidth: 1G

A risk score is
created for each
device on the
network.

SECUREai Core Detect provides the ultimate protection for every growing organization. Comprehensive
monitoring of network behavior, coupled with policy-based enforcement of device accessibility, ensures
appropriate device access while enabling IoT device risk management. Utilizing the latest advancements in AI
and deep learning, SECUREai Core Detect reduces the risk of an intentional or accidental introduction of
malware or network breach. This means fewer incidents and a more robust security posture. Get started today!
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